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FROM BUTTE TO BERLIN 

THE BIRTH OF AN INTERNATIONAL ART RUCKUS

November 20, 2017. Peter Koch called Edwin Dobb to propose a new idea. 

Peter had recently visited DIA: Beacon, the DIA Art Foundation satellite in 

Beacon, New York. There he’d come across a book called Black Diamond Dust, 

which was inspired by an art exhibition of the same name that had taken 

place three years earlier at the Nanaimo Art Gallery, in Nanaimo, British 

Columbia. 

 Black Diamond Dust was a strikingly original multimedia artists’ response 

to one hundred years of coal mining on Vancouver Island. The exhibition 

included paintings, photographs, sculptures, and various installations, 

plus maps, letters, and other archival material. Peter, a master printer, book 

artist, and fine press designer and publisher, was impressed by the project’s 

boldness and imagination, and by the range and exuberance of local cultural 

responses to the international forces driving natural resource extraction. He 

also detected the unmistakable echoes, the irresistible echoes of home—

Montana. “What if we did something similar but focused on Butte?” 

 A native of Butte, Edwin had written a great deal about his hometown’s 

renowned copper mining saga. He’d made a full-length documentary film. 

Only months before the fateful conversation with Peter, he had collab-

orated with landscape photographer David T. Hanson on a piece about 

environmental restoration in the Butte mining district. Edwin had also long 

dreamed of organizing a photo show featuring artists who’d taken Butte 

as their subject, from the outstanding FSA photographers Lee Russell and 

Arthur Rothstein to Robert Frank, who’d included three images of Butte in 

The Americans, to notable contemporary photographers like Wim Wenders. 

During those early days, Peter shared his idea with several people but in 

Edwin he’d found an ideal partner. By the end of the phone call, they’d 

adopted Peter’s suggested working title for the project: EXTRACTION ART. 

 The inaugural plan seemed ambitious enough: They would try to 

convince a few prominent art venues in Montana to host EXTRACTION 

exhibitions at the same time, taking as their theme copper mining in Butte, 

though perhaps expanding it to mining in general. The response was imme-

diate; it was also encouraging and illuminating. Curators at the Missoula 

Art Museum, in Missoula, and the Holter Art Museum, in Helena, liked the 

idea very much and were ready to commit space. But they also informed us 

that the earliest they could schedule exhibits would be the Summer of 2021, 

which was later than we’d expected. 

 Knowing that we had more than three years to develop the project, and 

eager to test the appeal of the idea, we started contacting other art venues, as 

well as artists themselves, and not only in Montana. Peter, who had exhibited 

his own work in museums, galleries, and libraries from San Francisco to 

New York, and was acquainted with prominent members of the art com-

munity in several states, focused on enlisting art venues and artists while 

Edwin concentrated mostly on artists. By that time—February, 2018—we’d 

also composed a full-throated manifesto that conveyed our vision of the 

project and outlined the principles that would govern its development. And 

we’d also chosen the Berkeley Pit—the immense long-idle copper mine 

in Butte—as the project’s symbolic hub, which led to the expanded title: 

EXTRACTION: Art on the Edge of the Abyss (EXTRACTION ART for short). 

 Within weeks we realized we’d tapped into some latent anxiety or 

urgency in the zeitgeist. Almost everyone we talked to wanted to contribute 

in some way. Many also wanted to share their newfound enthusiasm with 

others. Before long some two dozen venues, mostly located in the American 

West, had come onboard, with many more in the wings. But we were also 

signing up artists in other parts of the U.S., as well as overseas, where the 

response was just as intense as it had been closer to home. We were keenly 

aware that extractive industry is a worldwide phenomenon, of course, one 
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that’s dominated by multinational corporations, but aside from widely 

known figures such as Sebastiao Salgado and William Kentridge, we didn’t 

know much about extraction-related art in other countries. 

 That changed about six months into EXTRACTION ART, when we 

decided to follow the project wherever in the world it might lead us. No 

predetermined geographic limits. Just as there will be no restrictions on the 

kinds of art the project provokes and inspires, there also will be no restric-

tions on where the art is made or displayed. EXTRACTION ART, whose 

polestar will always be the Berkeley Pit, about which all else revolves, will be 

as global in reach as interest and circumstance allow. 

 For the next two years, we will continue to build the EXTRACTION ART 

network, adding artists, art venues, independent curators, and art support 

groups wherever possible. In your dual role as creator and catalyst, we urge 

you to help us in this effort. Today the artist list is dominated by photogra-

phers. That’s because Peter and Edwin knew and had worked with many of 

them, and it was the easiest way to establish momentum early on. But all art 

forms will eventually be well-represented.

THE VISION: ONE YEAR LATER 
From the time we issued the original manifesto, which evolved into the text 

portion of the project website, we intended to include the social and cul-

tural consequences of extractive industry as an equally important subject for 

extraction-related art. But our conscientious co-conspirators in the Southwest 

(Bill Gilbert, Lucy Lippard, Jeanette Hart-Mann, Erin Joyce, Kerry Doyle, 

Marisa Sage, Manuela Well-Off-Man) told us we hadn’t been explicit enough. 

And they were right. So, with their help, we tinkered with the project descrip-

tion to make our intention clearer. (Thanks again!) We also further clarified 

another underdeveloped aspect of our initial vision—that the project will 

address all forms of extraction, not only mining and drilling but any instance 

of industrialized natural resource exploitation. For the most up-to-date full-

length description, including lists of partners and participants, visit our site: 

extractionart.org. If we’ve neglected to include you or have listed you incor-

rectly, please accept our apology, then contact project manager Sam Pelts 

(sam@codexfoundation.org) to remedy the situation. Please check to make 

sure your link works. Meanwhile, here’s the current overview: 

“On behalf of the land and everything living on 
it, new image wars must be made.”
     –Lucy Lippard

EXTRACTION: Art on the Edge of the Abyss is a multimedia, multi-venue, 

cross-border art intervention that will investigate extractive industry in 

all of its forms (from metals and coal mining and drilling for oil and gas 

to the reckless exploitation of water, soil, trees, marine life, and other 

natural resources). The project will expose and interrogate extraction’s 

negative social and environmental consequences, including the damage 

done to people, especially indigenous and disenfranchised communities, 

ravaged landscapes and poisoned water, and climate change and its many 

troubling implications.  

 A constellation of simultaneous and overlapping exhibits, installations, 

performances, site-specific work, land art, street art, publications, and 

cross-media events, EXTRACTION ART will take place in multiple locations 

throughout the U.S. and abroad during the Summer of 2021. The project will 

be decentered, non-hierarchical, and self-organizing, which means that art-

ists, art venues, curators, and art supporters will participate and collaborate 

as they see fit, including helping the project expand geographically. Everyone 

can be both creator and catalyst. At a time of growing despair and paralysis, 

people from all backgrounds and levels of experience—from the amateur to 
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the virtuoso—can take action. We invite everyone to join us in creating an 

international art ruckus. 

 Nothing like EXTRACTION ART has been attempted before: All art 

forms, all happening at roughly the same time, with hundreds of artists 

spread across at least four continents (North and South America, Europe, 

and Australia) and still counting. And all addressing a single theme—the 

suicidal consumption of the planet’s natural resources, which is the most 

pressing environmental issue of our time, encompassing all others, includ-

ing climate change. 

 EXTRACTION ART, a collective global exclamation: ENOUGH!

 Prominent writers, critics, historians, educators, environmentalists, 

architects and and other experts have been enlisted as advisors, to provide 

special project texts, and to help us forge affiliations with non-art organi-

zations. The Nevada Museum of Art, a national leader in the exhibition, 

collection, study, and promotion of environmentally related art, has agreed 

to archive all project documentation.

TURNING POINT: FOSTERING COMMUNICATION 

AND COLLABORATION

Rapid growth has brought us to a crucial point in our development, and 

we’ll need everyone’s help to advance to the next stage. The project is now so 

large, disparate, and far-flung that we need to create ways for participants to 

communicate and collaborate (to help artists and art venues find each other, 

for example), and in general to foster a sense of camaraderie and unity of 

purpose even as we encourage more diversity of expression and self-organi-

zation among an ever-growing network of individual contributors. We envi-

sion at least five strategies for building a cohesive “central nervous system” 

for the project: 

Website. We want to make the site more interactive, including providing 

more information about artists and the work they’re preparing for the Sum-

mer of 2021 intervention. If you have any suggestions about increasing the 

usefulness of the site, please let us know. 

Newsletter. While the inaugural issue of Dispatch from the Edge is domi-

nated by updates about the overall project, and that will continue to be its 

main function, we hope the newsletter will also become a place for all of 

us to rendezvous, to share news, ideas, and notices of related exhibits and 

events, all in an attempt to keep us focused on preparing for the Summer of 

2021. (See THE DIGITAL RENDEZVOUS below.)

Facebook page. This, too, we want to make more participatory. Please join. 

Please suggest relevant posts to the site manager—about extraction and 

its social and environmental consequences, anywhere in the world; about 

extraction-related art, exhibits, and events; and so on. facebook.com/

ExtractionArt/

Megazine. We are especially excited about this very old-school form of 

communication—a massive print publication that we’ll release during the 

fall or early winter of 2020. Imagine a book the size of the New York City 

phone directory—a Whole Extraction Catalogue—that will be distributed 

at no cost to at least 10,000 people, including everyone in the project as well 

as a select list of art venues, critics, media outlets, and so on. Most of the 

copies will be printed on inexpensive newsprint while a small number—

perhaps 200—will use higher quality book paper and be made available 

to subscribers. The Megazine will function as a rehearsal for and preview 

of the Summer of 2021 intervention, containing a riot of artwork, graph-

ics, photographs, manifestos, critical writings, creative writings, archival 

material, and so on. Certain artists, writers, and curators will be invited 

to prepare “special projects” to be reproduced in full color. The Megazine 

will also serve as a final call for artists and art venues while at the same 

time launching our publicity campaign. And it will serve as a guide to all 

2021 extraction interventions, across the U.S. and abroad, including maps, 

event schedules, exhibition announcements and schedules, gallery guides, 

etc. The Megazine will be a dramatic way to announce to the world, “Here 

we are!” But just as important—again, given our diversity and geographic 

range, which will be even greater then—to also confirm to ourselves “Here 

we go!” as we move into the final months of preparation. We expect the 

Megazine to become an instantaneous collector’s item. 

Pre-intervention rallies. We only recently started considering this idea. But 

given the long lead time and the distances that separate us, we think that 

smaller gatherings in advance of the Summer of 2021 would be beneficial 
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in several ways, starting with sharing and testing ideas and looking for 

opportunities to collaborate, but also to boost morale and further cement 

commitment. A rally could be as modest and informal as a group of artists 

meeting at a local bar every couple of months to talk about EXTRACTION 

ART projects. Or it could be more ambitious, such as a conference of 

artists, curators, critics, and others, even including art shows and related 

activities. Another possibility—indeed, it may be one of the most promis-

ing—is piggy backing on events that are already planned, such as bringing 

an EXTRACTION ART presentation to an established regional or national 

art-related gathering. We wouldn’t be able to attend more than a handful of 

the rallies, if that, and given the self-organizing philosophy that underpins 

the project, we don’t need to. But we also seek the inspirational face-to-face 

interaction that we trust most of you do. From the beginning, this project 

has been about building relationships, about adding one person at a time, 

gradually expanding our art alliance on the basis of a kinship of interest. In 

the coming months, we will continue discussing how we might fit into the 

overall rally scheme, both in the U.S. and in other countries. Meanwhile, 

please share any thoughts you might have. But most important, let us know 

about any rallies you’ve instigated or will be a part of (see THE DIGITAL 

RENDEZVOUS below).

PORTFOLIO SALES
So far, almost a year after the project was conceived, only one person has 

been paid for his labors, the project manager, and he works part-time. To 

develop—and, most critically, to sustain—the communication and collabo-

ration capability outlined above, we need to raise enough money to employ 

the project manager full-time, as well as to hire at least one other staff per-

son. We also need to cover production costs, which will vary from platform 

to platform but will be substantial in the case of the Megazine, as well as pay 

for helping coordinate, attending, and documenting pre-intervention rallies. 

 We will raise much-needed funds by producing two limited edition 

fine press portfolios—one comprised of broadsides featuring poems and 

text fragments, another that includes photographic prints, all related in 

some way to the theme of extraction. Each portfolio will include a title page, 

contents page, introductory essay by a prominent writer or critic, list of sub-

scribers, brief artist biographies, and, in the case of photos, a description or 

artist statement for each print. A special box will be constructed to house the 

assembling, essay, and assorted documentation. 

1. Broadside Portfolio: Words on the Edge. Peter Koch has persuaded two 

dozen fine presses to participate, which is quite an accomplishment in itself. 

Peter and contributing editors Jane Hirshfield, Jan Zwicky, and Edwin Dobb 

have chosen and received permission to use the texts of an equal number of 

poets and writers. Eighty copies of the portfolio will be produced, of which 

50 numbered and signed copies will be offered for sale, 26 will be reserved 

for the printers, and four set aside for archival and exhibition purposes. 

In addition, each contributor will receive 20 copies of their broadside. The 

initial price for the portfolio will be $3,500, with the cost gradually rising as 

remaining numbers decrease. Final copy: $5,000. (See CROWDFUNDING 

CAMPAIGN below for a limited-time discounted sale.) 

Photo of Tom Leech printing at the Press of the Palace of the Governors, by Arthur Sze
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We wish to extend our deep appreciation to the broadside portfolio authors: 

Margaret Atwood  Terry Tempest Williams Robert Hass

Gary Snyder  Joy Harjo   Peter Coyote

Jane Hirshfield  Arthur Sze   Jan Zwicky

David James Duncan Barry Lopez  Kay Ryan

Eliza Griswold  Wendell Berry  Edwin Dobb

Natalie Diaz  Peter Everwine  Robert Bringhurst

William Kittredge  Brenda Hillman  Forrest Gander

Emily McGiffin  Linda Hogan  Rick Bass  

Ed Lahey Estate   Annemarie Ní Churreáin

And to the broadside portfolio designers/printers and artists: 

Peter Koch, Printer   Ninja Press    Midnight Paper Sales  

Mixolydian Editions  Jungle Garden Press   Russell Maret, Printer 

Larkspur Press   Brighton Press   Richard Seibert, Printer  

The Territorial Press   Robin Price, Printer  Patrick Reagh, Printer  

Barbarian Press   Greenboathouse Press  New Lights Press

Moving Parts Press  Artichoke Press  INK-A! Press   

Foolscap Press  Turkey Press  Classic Letterpress  

Deep Woods Press  Taller Martin Pescador  Nomad Letterpress  

Palace of the Governors Press Kazuaki Tanahashi  The Salvage Press  

2. Photo Portfolio: Edwin Dobb is assembling a list of potential photogra-

phers and will soon begin developing the collection. William Fox, project 

advisor and director of the Center for Art + Environment, at the Nevada 

Museum of Art, has agreed to write the introductory essay. 

FALL 2018 CROWD FUNDING CAMPAIGN

Shortly after you receive this newsletter, we will launch an online crowd 

funding campaign. Actor Peter Coyote made a unique and substantial contri-

bution to the project by narrating the accompanying video. To our financial 

donors we will offer a range of high-quality print, book, and extraction-re-

lated rewards, including Christopher Benson’s Standing Rock print, hand-

printed broadsides from Peter Koch’s Hormone Derange Series, and other Koch-

printed broadsides such as Days of Buffalo featuring poetry by Debra Magpie 

Earling, and The Blind Horses featuring poetry by Ed Lahey. Also available as 

a perk will be the Megazine itself, which will owe its very existence to funds 

raised as part of the crowd funding campaign. Those who contribute $2,500 

or more will receive a limited edition broadside portfolio, Words on the Edge.

EXTRACTION ACTION ALERT: CREATING A CONTAGION

Everyone knows how crowd funding works. We need a good idea, of 

course, one that can be converted into a compelling story. But we also 

need “a little help from our friends.” By “friends” we mean you and 

everyone you know and everyone else they know, expanding outward 

through ever more degrees of separation. And by “help” we mean a 

willingness to shake that entire tree, more than once if necessary.

 During the early days of the project, Edwin sometimes used the 

word “contagion” to describe how we wanted the project to evolve. 

Eventually we retired the term because it seemed a wee bit melo-

dramatic, settling instead for the more-restrained “catalyst,” and 

including all of you as fellow catalytic agents. But in this instance 

“contagion” is appropriate. We need to spread the word as if it were 

a runaway virus. We must infect as many people as possible with the 

EXTRACTION ART idea. At stake is the communication and collab-

oration capability we described earlier—in other words, the next step 

toward creating an orchestrated international counterpoint to one of 

the most destructive global trends of our time: the ever-increasing 

consumption of natural resources. Please keep an eye out for an email 

notice regarding the crowd funding campaign.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE:  
THE VIEW FROM OCTOBER 2018

1. Fall 2018: Crowd funding campaign.

2. Portfolio sales (ongoing).

3. Rallies (ongoing).

4. Continued recruitment of artists, art venues, independent curators, and 

art support groups (both in the U.S. and in other countries). At least 

through 2020.

5. 2019: Expand recruitment to include print and digital media outlets that 

will serve as official partners (devoting whole issues, special sections, 

or designated articles to the theme of extraction).

6. 2020: Megazine assembled. Published and distributed in the fall or 

early winter.

7. Fall 2020: Public launch of the project. Beginning of conventional 

media campaign (separate from partnerships mentioned in #5). 

8. Summer 2021: Worldwide EXTRACTION ART intervention.

9. Fall 2021: Symposium: What the hell was that? We will gather together 

to review what we wrought and celebrate. Location TBD. 

Cofan Series No. 4, by Roberto Bear Guerra. Photograph taken among the Cofan people of 
Ecuador, whose way of life has been threatened by the oil extraction industry.

10. 2022: Production and publication of the Last Whole Extraction Cata-

logue. (This is a very ambitious and expensive idea, exceeding even the 

excesses of the Megazine. It will require a separate fundraising cam-

paign. But we want to create a single work that contains traces of the 

whole extravaganza. A book like none the world has seen before.) 

DOCUMENT EVERYTHING: 
START TODAY TO CREATE A PERMANENT RECORD

The Nevada Museum of Art, an international leader in the exhibition and 

collection of environmentally related art, has offered to archive all project 

documentation. This is an exceptional opportunity. Starting two-and-a-half 

years before the Summer of 2021 intervention, we’re in a position to create 

an enduring record of the entire endeavor, from conception to execution to 

aftermath; from Butte to Berlin and back. 

 William Fox has provided guidelines for documentation. Please visit the 

documentation page (https://www.extractionart.org/documentation/) on the 

website to review how best to record your work. Ann Wolfe, Senior Curator 

and Deputy Director, Nevada Museum of Art, and William Fox, Director, 

Center for Art + Environment: We are deeply grateful for your decision to 

support EXTRACTION ART by creating a comprehensive project archive.

MEANWHILE, THE DIGITAL RENDEZVOUS 
We’re circulating the first newsletter later than we’d intended. But we hope 

to do better from now on. The crowd funding campaign will make a world 

of difference. Meanwhile, though, we encourage you to consider how you 

might best take advantage of the website, newsletter, and Facebook page. 

We now have no choice but to help everyone communicate and collaborate. 

We’re smarter as a group than we are as individuals. So please send news 

from your corner of the extraction universe. Just be patient. We’re short-

handed, to say the least.
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EXTRACTION ART & THE CODEX INTERNATIONAL 
ARTISTS’ BOOK FAIR & SYMPOSIUM IN 2021

The theme of CODEX 2021, which will take place in early February, will be 

EXTRACTION: Art on the Edge of the Abyss. The entire CODEX 2021 Sympo-

sium will be devoted to extraction-related book art projects.

 Book artists and book enthusiasts: Start preparing now. This promises 

to be a provocative gathering—an extraction rally disguised as fine book fair. 

DONORS
We would like to acknowledge receiving generous donations from: 

The CODEX Foundation

Jane Hirshfield 

Michael and Shirley Traynor

We also wish to thank the following individuals for contributing considerable time and 

professional expertise to organizing and developing content and actions: 

Edwin Dobb

Susan Filter

Jane Hirshfield

Peter Koch

Sam Pelts

Michael Traynor

Jan Zwicky

Chief Editors: Edwin Dobb, Peter Koch

Editors: Samuel Pelts, Susan Filter

Design and layout by Samuel Pelts

Cover image: “Shore and oil field in Huntington Beach, ca. 1937” by Herman 

Schultheis, Herman J. Schultheis Collection, Los Angeles Public Library.

All images copyrighted by the artists and reproduced with permission of the 

artists.

“No. 1 from Copper, Arizona (Rosemont Copper Girl).” 

Painting by Lawrence Gipe.


